THE REINVESTMENT FUND (TRF) is a Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) that manages over $700 million in capital and has made over $1.2 billion in community investments, financing over 2,750 projects since its inception in 1985. A CDFI, TRF finances housing, community facilities, supermarkets, commercial real estate and energy efficiency projects. In pursuit of their mission, TRF finances community businesses using loan, equity, and other financing tools. TRF supports their financing with a strong research and policy analysis capacity that has become a highly regarded source of unbiased information for public officials and private investors.

TRF's analytical strength is also reflected in their national online data and mapping tool that is available for all internet users at www.policymap.com. The tool offers thousands of data indicators to help users understand a place, compare places or track investments in a place.

TRF's $700 million in capital comes from over 850 investors, including individuals, religious and civic groups, financial institutions, the public sector and private foundations.

DON HINKLE-BROWN as President and CEO, leads a staff of 70 highly skilled lenders, researchers, developers and other professionals at The Reinvestment Fund, a national leader in rebuilding America's distressed towns and cities through the innovative use of capital and information. With over 20 years of experience in the CDFI industry, Hinkle-Brown is widely recognized as an expert in developing new programmatic initiatives, raising capital and creating new products to meet market demand. Hinkle-Brown previously served as President of Community Investments and Capitals Markets at TRF, leading TRF lending during a tenure where it lent or invested over $1 billion. Hinkle-Brown has also provided his underwriting and capitalization expertise to many community development loan funds and organizations, including the Hope Enterprise Corporation, Opportunity Finance Network, LIIF and as adjunct faculty at the Center for Urban Redevelopment Excellence at University of Pennsylvania and University of New Orleans. He serves as Community Development Trust's founding board member and until recently was on the board of Housing Partnership Network and its affiliated CDFI. Hinkle-Brown has also served as adjunct faculty at Temple University's Geography and Urban Studies program and the University of Pennsylvania's City Planning department. He holds an M.B.A. from the Fox School at Temple University in Real Estate and Urban Planning as well as a B.A. in Economics.